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The first Domain Name Industry Convention in China held on June 4th.
APNIC 28th Open Policy Meeting

APNIC 28th Openg Policy meeting in Beijing, Aug 24-28, 2009
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Pressing need of Chinese Users

Would you Like to use “.中国”?

- Yes: 94.35%
- No: 5.65%
“.中国” Availability Public Test

- Test Successful: 81.2%
- Test Failed: 18.8%
中国 .中国 Name Servers Upgrade
We are fully ready!
Issue on Variants

- Blocking variants causes great trouble for Chinese Internet users
- Policy solution proposed on variants management, which runs very well on CDN.
Delegating Chinese string and its variants to the same IDN ccTLD manager

Through registration policy, one registered name will be given a corresponding variant name, which means on policy wise, this two names will be seen as one registration entry only
Thank you!